
NATURE’S MIRACLE WATER FILTER. 

GREAT TASTE. 

ZERO WASTE. 



Introduction to KURO-Bō*
• WHAT IT IS 100% plastic-free, ancient natural water filtration technique used for 

centuries in Japan (other names: Activated Charcoal, Binchotan, or White Charcoal) 

• HOW TO USE IT Very simple. Boil the stick/kōins in a pan once a month – the heat 
opens the charcoal pores - and leave sitting in any reusable container of water, 
topping up as you need. Use daily for 3-6 months. Sign up for simple e-reminders.

• WHAT IT DOES

✓100% naturally, improves taste and odour (removes Chlorine)

✓purifies  (removes heavy metals, e.g. Lead, Copper, Iron etc)

✓removes bacteria (E. coli)

✓mineralises  (adds minerals, e.g., Mg, Ca)

✓balances an acidic pH 

✓ last 3+ months in anything, reused multiple times a day

• THE PROOF All promises have been rigorously tested in a Cape Town SANAS-
Accredited Water Laboratory, A.L. Abbott (certificates online: www.kuro-bo.com)

*KURO-Bō means 
“Black Stick” in Japanese



The KURO-Bō Range
KURO-Bō Activated Charcoal offers plastic-free & 
naturally filtered, mineralised and pH-balanced 
water with 1 Stick filtering up to 3 litres at a time, or 
1 pack of Kōins up to 1 litre at a time, several times 
a day for 3+ months. 

Perfectly paired with KURO-Bō Kōins, our hand-
made 550ml and 1-litre reinforced pyrex KURO-Bō
Gō-Ecō Glass Water Bottles are not only functional, 
durable and portable, but also elegant, modern and 
unisex accessories.

For greater volumes, simply pair KURO-Bō sticks 
with our unique, eco-friendly 100% Recycled Glass 
6L or 12.5L Water Dispensers. 

The KURO-Bō Gō-Ecō Natural Cleaning Brush is 
100% plastic-free and can be paired with most 
reusable bottles. 



KURO-Bō – On The Go

550ml Gō-Ecō Pyrex Water Bottle & Kōins 1000ml Gō-Ecō Pyrex Water Bottle & Kōins



KURO-Bō – At Home

6L 100% Recycled Glass Water Dispenser 12.5L 100% Recycled Glass Water Dispenser



Co-Branding KURO-Bō

Light & highly durable pyrex bottles with 
reinforced bases and stainless steel 

leakproof lid.

Variations include a 550ml or 1L bottle, a 
bamboo lid, a silicon grip, a neoprene 

sleeve, or a different texture grip. 

Packed plastic-free in a brown kraft box

KURO-Bō Activated Charcoal Kōins for 
100% plastic-free purification – wherever, 

whenever

“Origin Story/How To” Tag



Retailing KURO-Bō
For any retail environments, KURO-Bō offers eye-catching 

and contemporary merchandising / POS support:

• Floor Standing Units
• Shelf/Till Merchandising Boxes

• A5 Flyers / Flyer Holders 
• Shelf Talkers
• Posters

Available in 180+ stores globally, including selected Wellness 
Warehouse, @home, Dis-Chem, Spar, Amazon US / UK, and 

independents across Africa, Europe and Asia.



Gifting KURO-Bō

Why not consider gifting your guests, staff or 
customers, the gift of pure, single-use plastic-free 
hydration? A gift for the people, and a gift for the 

planet.

Both of our portable, light and durable KURO-Bō
Gō-Ecō Pyrex Water Bottles / packaging, and 

KURO-Bō Filter Kōins / packaging can be quickly 
and easily customised with corporate branding.

Bottles and/or Kōins can be gifted separately, or 
in a gift set together, beautifully boxed –

naturally plastic-free.



KURO-Bō Customer Reviews
Best ever! *****
“This is the single best product I have bought anywhere in a very long time. Although I adore my stefani filter, it does not have the edge on this 
very simple, extremely innovative, effective and eco-friendly product. So easy to use, the water tastes magnificent (my son calls it loving water) 
and I love the fact that it is so versatile and can be used in water containers of my choice. Now all we need is for someone to design a filtered 
drinking bottle for water on the go!”  Robyn (Founder & CEO, Faithful To Nature)

We did the taste test and KURO-Bo is THE BEST! *****
“We tested Newlands Spring Water, ordinary tap water and KURO-Bo filtered water and KURO-Bo was without doubt the best, most refreshing 
tasting water! Our whole family loves it! I love the easy and natural way the charcoal can be disposed of when its done its job after 3 months.”

I'm hooked! *****
“I must admit that I was dubious when I read about this product. Well, I'm a convert now. The water really is softer, smoother and tastier. This 
has been my best eco-buy for this year!”

Best water filter ever *****
“Been using this product for more than a year now and really happy with the quality and taste of the water. So easy to use and hundred time 
better than any cartridge filters. Once my stick is over I use it to vanish all the smell from my fridge and it also works amazingly.”

Amazing product *****
“I love this. I don't think I can drink normal tap water after tasting this. The water feels softer and you can taste it's cleaner. And it lasts 3 months 
so it's really worth it, especially if you normally buy bottled water.”

Tastes like fresh water *****
“I have to admit, I was a bit sceptical at first. Because, well basically you put a charcoal stick in the water and you think a miracle will happen. 
But it exactly does that. After started using this you can't imagine the big difference it makes. It tastes like fresh water!”



www.kuro-bo.com camilla@kuro-bo.com    +27 72 569 5523

Camilla Morrisby 

Instagram / Facebook / Twitter: @kurobocharcoal

http://www.kuro-bo.com/
mailto:camilla@kuro-bo.com

